GLASS SHIELD MULTI-LAYER
GRAFFITI & VANDALISM
PROTECTIVE FILM

HOLISTIC APPROACH TO GRAFFITI CONTROL.
www.graffiti-shield.com
Glass Shield Multi-Layer

Glass Shield Multi-Layer is a multilayer film with a patent pending peel point system allowing easy removal of each layer as needed revealing a clean surface underneath. Protecting high traffic areas from graffiti and vandalism caused by acid etching, sharp objects, wear and tear, hard water, and construction damage. Glass Shield Multi-Layer can be custom ordered to fit your needs, available in 4 layers, 3 layers, and 2 layers in a variety of layer thicknesses.

When compared to other multilayer products being used right now, GSML is superior in the following ways:

- Enhanced peel point systems
- Indicas (each layer numbered)
- Better clarity
- More UV inhibitors for a longer lifespan
- Positive curl provides a quicker and easier install
- One Year Warranty

ONE INSTALLATION
MULTIPLE LAYERS
OF PROTECTION

- No minimum order quantity required
- Custom cut sizes available
- Available in 4 layers, 3 layers, and 2 layers
- Available in 4mil & 6mil thick layers
- Quick lead time
- Experienced installation team to help with installation needs
- Product and installation training available
- Surveying/measuring available
- Permanent printing available on bottom layer for advertising, notices

USED TO PROTECT
GLASS, POLY,
MIRROR, AND
STAINLESS STEEL
FROM GRAFFITI AND VANDALISM
Graffiti and vandalism is likely to happen in most high traffic areas.

Bus and Train Windows and Windscreens

Bus Shelters and Elevators

Mirrors

Gas Pumps and ATM Machines

Map Cases and Kiosks

E-Paper and Digital Displays

Graffiti Shield provides everything you need to successfully install Glass Shield Multi-Layer. The GST-TK-001 Multi-Layer Tool Kit comes with:

- 12” Cleaning Squeegee
- Heavy Duty Squeegee
- 6” Squeegee Channel w/Blue Blade
- Blue Squeegee Card
- Triumph 6” Scraper
- Triumph 6” Scraper Blades (SS) (25)
- Hand Held Pressure Sprayer
- Film On Concentrate (32oz.Installation Solution)
- 5-Way Tool Black
- Film Pick
About Graffiti Shield

Manufacturers of surface protection solution products for glass, metal, and solid surfaces. Graffiti Shield specializes in precut anti-graffiti films for public and private spaces. Graffiti Shield was founded in early 2013, but has decades of experience manufacturing and installing protective films leading up to the launch of a very seasoned company from day one. It has been recognized that the graffiti control market has been only partially serviced and supported by individual facets or companies for different areas of concern. We saw a need from clients for a holistic graffiti control/abatement for all of their needs. Thus Graffiti Shield was born.

We Can Help

Graffiti Shield offers a wide variety of protective and finished products. We recognize the value of keeping properties clean and free of vandalism while providing protection to the surface underneath.

- Improve the look of aged and vandalized surfaces
- Maintain or increase traffic by having a graffiti free elevators
- Proprietary adhesive that cleanly releases from the surface, but withstands removal attempts from public
- Printable surface for required messages
- Available in multiple surface finishes